Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 7: The Race is On
It’s time to consider this plan that is given. Please list your vote for the new
presidential candidate. It is truly clear in my spirit that no one will be able to move
the mountain of debt from its current standing. Who has trillions of dollars in the
bank account? Maybe one small nation will have this nation borrow to take in a
debt-free living in that plan.
What are the leading candidates speaking? They are sharing their ways to give
hope, but truly, is there really hope flowing from the lips of these hopefuls? What
would bend the people? What would make a person vote on ballots and give one
human the authority to bend nations and government heads?
What is the going rate to buy a vote these days? Is it a promise to give to the
community? Is that payment based on getting free tickets to the highest paying
events? Will the voters say “Yes” and give a human delegated power over their
living conditions just based on the party that carries the candidate? Should voting
stem from the party’s name and logo? Is there a true justice system that may carry
the weight of all that must be dealt with? How do you know what would be better
just by the long list of promises offered as payment for the presidency?
Where is justice? How can any vote on a detail that’s based on what party the
candidate belongs to? Shouldn’t justice be given freely, without a label? Shouldn’t
the rights of the innocent be protected just based on how the person is able to be
maintained, even if on breathing ways with machines? Who is the perfect judge on
the list of commissioned ones who would give leverage based on truth? So, the true
need in the whole nation is a candidate who will move in giving out the truth even
if it causes them to be hated.
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Then what is the gauge of truth? People use different measures of their own truth
to know how to lead and also follow. What gauge is better? Should I make it seem
as if there is always only truth spoken from my lips? I cannot state that, for I am
constantly learning to gauge accurate truth based on a system that is in Kingdom
order and principle. God’s Kingdom carries the truth for all things, nations, and
peoples. What can a Kingdom that is unseen carry into natural living? God can
carry the weight without buying a vote for the presidency. God can carry the
human. God will carry His chosen one; they stay firmly placed under His guidance,
following His truth. A constant, committed way is requested of those who follow
Christ.
Have a way to look with true seeing. God created all that can be seen, but what is
in the natural will not diminish the truth in God’s Kingdom order, which cannot be
seen with natural vision. The wind, for example, cannot be seen. Yet, a great wind
with powerful strength can bring massive destruction upon any land or natural
habitat. The wind cannot be seen with natural vision but still has a natural presence
based on its effects wherever it takes up natural territory. An unseen destructive
force such as a hurricane is able to alter natural landscapes. God’s power works in
the earth in a similar way. You may not see it—how God is pushing a power-filled
plan throughout the earth—but His plan in influencing the environment will have a
major ripple effect on natural land, nation, or other forms of territory.
God has the right candidate for the hard part. God has the right candidate for the
war part. God has the right world leader so that His purpose will come up into
natural living. If all of the hearts of the people would turn to the true Source of
peace, they will learn to wait and rest in God’s plan.
I am fully aware that each letter will bring up greater ponderings in the citizens of
this great nation. Never can any created thing made from the earth, breathed into a
living being, say what would be truly better. What god you have created—it will
never have the ability to guide you into all truth. Give me eight months. I will be
ready to discuss these letters with you in greater detail, in person, Mr. President.
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